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Abstract-Now days, lot of organizations are mainly depends upon the cloud service providers for 

outsourcing data. The customers have to pay rent for that storage. The CSP (Cloud Service Provider) is 

the system for providing cloud to many organizations, industry, etc. For more copies, the CSP ask 

more cost to store data. In existing work, they implemented a map based scheme for storing data and 

provides less efficiency and high cost. In this paper, implements a novel concept of CSP with Map-

Reduce (MR) concept and ask less cost to store their data. In addition, we also achieve the efficiency 

towards storing data in cloud.  
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I. Introduction  
 
Cloud computing refers to accessing the user 

application in online also offers online storing, 

controlling and accessing of data. Cloud 

provides many types, they are, and public, 

private, community and hybrid cloud and 

provide services are, Infrastructure as a Service 

(IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and 

Software as a service (SaaS). The cloud 

computing has variety of benefits, they are, it 

offers all services at online only. It does not 

need any software to access the services. 

Cloud computing offers many tools, 

programming aspects through the PaaS and 

provides many software through SaaS. In 

existing work, the map based scheme allows 

the cloud owner to update and scale their 

copies outsourced to cloud servers which may 

be untrusted.  Cloud Storage is a service where 

data is remotely maintained, managed, and 

backed up. The services are available only 

through online or internet. The cloud service 

providers make them system as very comfort 

and efficient and also less in cost.  
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II. An overview structure of 
Multi copy Cloud Service 
Provider 

 

 
From this diagram, the cloud service provider 

stores the data through security measures. 

Here the security measures implements via 

encryption and decryption of data. Here, firstly 

the data owner, stores the data in the cloud 

using cloud service provider. In this cloud 

service provider ask high cost to store data on 

the cloud. For this reason, the cloud service 

provider, implements a existing concept of 

map based storage system.  

 
 

III. Proposed Approach of Cloud 
storage using Map and 
Reduce   

 
3.1. A layout for storing cloud 

using Map Reduce 

 
 
From the above diagram, the c loud service 

provider using a map and reduce algorithm. 

Map reduce is a programming model for 

distributed process of data. Map Reduce 

mainly depends on the map and reduce 

algorithm. Map Reduce consists of the both job 
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tracker and task tracker. In this map reduce 

phase, first starts with the input file, input split, 

record reader, mapper, reducer, record writer 

and finally provides the reducer outcome of 

data. Here, consider the word count example 

to the map reduce phase. First the input file 

text can be converted according to the size. 

Then the input split separates the files into 

blocks. The record reader reads the data from 

the input split and reads the data through the 

recycle manner. Mapper maps the data 

depends on the (key, value) pairs. Reducer 

combines all the values into associated (key, 

value) pairs. Shuffling is used to avoid duplicate 

keys and sorting, which sorts the mapper 

outcome of data. In this model, the various 

cloud owners are highly depends upon the 

cloud service provider. Here the cloud service 

provider, which uses the map reduce algorithm 

for reducing storage space also reducing the 

storage cost.  

 
IV. Literature Review  

 
Provable Multicopy Dynamic Data 

Possessionin Cloud Computing 

Systems, Ayad F. Barsoum, Increasingly 

more and more organizations are opting for 

outsourcing data to remote cloud service 

providers (CSPs). Customers can rent the CSPs 

storage infrastructure to store and retrieve 

almost unlimited amount of data by paying 

fees metered in gigabyte/month. For an 

increased level of scalability, availability, and 

durability, some customers may want their 

data to be replicated on multiple servers across 

multiple data centers. The more copies the CSP 

is asked to store, the more fees the customers 

are charged. Therefore, customers need to 

have a strong guarantee that the CSP is storing 

all data copies that are agreed upon in the 

service contract, and all these copies are 

consistent with the most recent modifications 

issued by the customers. In this paper, we 

propose a map-based provable multi copy 

dynamic data possession (MB-PMDDP) scheme 

that has the following features: 1) it provides 

an evidence to the customers that the CSP is 

not cheating by storing fewer copies; 2) it 

supports outsourcing of dynamic data, i.e., it 

supports block-level operations, such as block 

modification, insertion, deletion, and append; 

and 3) it allows authorized users to seamlessly 

access the file copies stored by the CSP. We 

give a comparative analysis of the proposed 

MB-PMDDP scheme with a reference model 
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obtained by extending existing provable 

possession of dynamic single-copy schemes. 

The theoretical analysis is validated through 

experimental results on a commercial cloud 

platform. In addition, we show the security 

against colluding servers, and discuss how to 

identify corrupted copies by slightly modifying 

the proposed scheme. 

 
V. Conclusion  

From this, an effective and efficient idea of 

Cloud service Provider using Map-Reduce, we 

have implemented and described. In this 

model, we have implemented a novel 

approach for storing cloud at less cost using 

map reduce concept. In future, we also 

enhance the efficiency of map-reduce. 
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